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１ Introduction
In this short note, a proof of the Debreu-Sonnenschein-Mantel theo-
rem by an approximation method is provided with an application of
the Afriat theorem. Specifically, it is proved that an excess demand
function that is obtained from a given market excess demand function
by Debreu’s decomposition has the property that, by selecting an en-
dowment vector so as to make demands to be in the non-negative
orthant of the consumption space, any finite demand data generated
by it satisfies the cyclic consistency, which is known to be equivalent
to the generalized axiom of revealed preference and the existence of
Afriat numbers. Since the Afriat theorem says that the Afriat num-
bers generates a utility function that makes the given demand data to
be generated by the utility maximization under budget constraints,
the excess demand function in question is approximately generated
by a consumer following the standard optimization norm in economics,
with the degree of approximation being arbitrarily high.
The Debreu-Sonnenschein-Mantel theorem insists that, for any can-
didate of a market excess demand function for L consume-able com-
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modities, there is a virtual pure exchange economy consisting of L
consumers, each of whom is characterized by his／her preference rela-
tion on the consumption space L+ and his／her endowment vector in
the consumption space, such that their optimization behavior under
budget constraints generates the market excess demand function. It is
generally regarded as insisting that it is impossible to identify the
original economy from a macroeconomic data that is observable in the
market.
The theorem was first proved by Sonnenschein by a differentiable
approximation method in Sonnnenschein（１９７２）, then reformulated
mathematically as a geometric problem in Mantel（１９７４）. In Debreu
（１９７４）, Debreu succeeded in proving it without relying on any ap-
proximation. The interest in the theorem continues since then, as evi-
denced by its extension to the general equilibrium model with incom-
plete markets in Hens（２００１）and Momi（２００２）.
The proof presented in this article was hinted to the author by the
professor Herbert E. Scarf in early９０’s, by a short comment:
. . . for me（namely, Professor Scarf）, verifying the axiom of re-
vealed preference on the excess demand functions is enough . . .
The comment was communicated to the author when the professor
Scarf and the author were talking about the difficulty in the proof of
the Debreu-Sonnenschein-Mantel theorem in relation to teaching in an
undergraduate class, with a common knowledge of the Afriat theo-
rem. It apparently meant that the professor Scarf knew that verifying
it was a trivial matter. This article proves that it actually is. It is quite
plausible that the proof in this article is well known in a community of
researchers for the general equilibrium theory. The result is pre-
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sented here only because the author has not be been able to confirm
that, though it has been known to the author since the comment was
obtained.
The approximation method in the proposition presented here uses
the Afriat theorem. The statement and its proof is in Varian（１９８２）
and Fostel et al.（２００４）. The theorem says that, if a finite set of de-
mand data（a finite set of price-consumption pairs）satisfies the gener-
alized axiom of revealed preference or its equivalent cyclic consis-
tency, then a set of Afriat numbers, a finite set of pairs of an indirect
utility and a marginal utility of income, can be obtained, which in turn
enables to construct a utility function which generates the data by its
maximization under budget constraints. The only gap between the Af-
riat theorem and the problem in this article is an endowment vector
which makes a demand vector from an excess demand vector. How-
ever, it turns out that this gap is not essential at all, since the selection
of such an endowment vector is quite arbitrary. A proof of the Afriat
theorem by a straightforward but inefficient algorithm is presented in
Varian（１９８２）, while an efficient and elegant algorithm by operations
on a matrix is presented in Fostel et al.（２００４）.
This research note is organized as follows. This section introduces
the background and the result of this article. The decomposition of a
market excess demand function to a class of excess demand functions
by Debreu is reviewed in the section２. The main proposition and its
proof are in the section３. Remarks regarding the result are in the sec-
tion ４. The statements of the generalized axiom of revealed prefer-
ence and the cyclic consistency are in the appendix A.
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２ Review on Decomposition of a Market Excess Demand
Function
First, the decomposition of a given market excess demand function
in Debreu（１９７４）is reviewed briefly.
The outset of the model is as follows. There are L consume-able
commodities. Let S≡｛p∈ L+｜‖p‖＝１｝. The set S represents a set of
all normalized price vectors for consume-able commodities. A function
f : S → L which satisfies the Walras Law, p・f（p）＝０ for all p∈S, is
called as an excess demand function. It is assumed that one such func-
tion which represents a market excess demand function is given.
The Debreu-Sonnenschein-Mantel theorem insists that there is a
class of excess demand functions｛ f k｝k＝１, . . . , n such that f＝∑nk＝１f k and
each of them represents an optimal consumption of a consumer in a
pure exchange economy, whose characteristics is provided by a pair
of a continuous, monotone increasing and convex preference relation
and a non-negative non-zero endowment vector.
For n＜L, a counter example on the possibility of such a decomposi-
tion is provided in Debreu（１９７４）. For n＝L, the following decomposi-
tion is proposed in Debreu（１９７４）. To avoid an confusion, the notation
follows mostly that in the original article.
Take any positive-valued continuous function q : S → ＋＋ such that
f（p）ℓ＋q（p）pℓ＞０ for allℓ∈L. For eachℓ∈L, let dℓ∈ L be such that
d ℓk ＝



１ if ℓ＝k,
０ if ℓ≠k.
Then f（p）＋q（p）p＝∑ℓ∈Lbℓ（p）dℓwhere bℓ: S → is a positive-valued
continuous function for eachℓ∈L. By taking orthogonal projections of
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both sides onto T（p）＝｛z∈ L｜p・z＝０｝and noting f（p）∈T（p）,
f（p）＝ S
ℓ∈L
bℓ（p）projT（p）（dℓ）.
where projM（・）is the function of orthogonal projection onto the lin-
ear subspace M of L with its co-dimension １. The ℓ-th function in
the decomposition is denoted as fℓ. Since projT（p）（dℓ）＝dℓ－pℓp,
fℓ（p）＝bℓ（p）［dℓ－pℓp］.
３ Construction of a Preference for an Excess Demand Func-
tion in the Decomposition
From now on, we considerℓ＝１ and construct a preference relation
on R L＋ and an endowment vector in R L＋＼｛０｝that rationalizes f１. The
construction works obviously for anyℓ∈L in the same way.
The approach which this article adopts is an approximation method
in the spirit of Sonnnenschein（１９７２）and Mantel（１９７４）, in which a
quite large number of samples,｛（pi, f１（pi）｝i＝１, . . . , n, is taken from the
function f１ and a preference（as a utility function）and an endowment
vector that rationalize the sample data are constructed. The choice of
an endowment vector e１ is quite arbitrary, only the condition that
f１（pi）＋e１ ≫ ０ for all i＝１, . . . , n is imposed. To construct a utility
function, it is sufficient that a set of Afriat numbers are obtained from
the sample data. By the Afriat theorem, such a set of numbers exists
if and only if the sample data satisfies the Generalized Axiom of Re-
vealed Preference（Varian（１９８２））, which is equivalent to the Cyclic
Consistency（Fostel et al.（２００４））. For their statements, see the ap-
pendix A.
The following proposition is proved.
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Proposition ３．１ Let f１ be the excess demand function in the decomposition
of a market excess demand function forℓ＝１. Let（pi）i＝１, . . . , n ⊂ S be the set
of sample price vectors which generates a sample data of excess demand vec-
tors,（f１（pi））i＝１, . . . , n. Let e１∈ L+＼｛０｝be any vector for which f１（pi）＋e１ ≫
０ for all i＝１, . . . , n and regard it as an approximate endowment vector.
Then the sample demand data（pi, f１（pi）＋e１）i＝１, . . . , n satisfies the cyclic con-
sistency.
Proof
Without loss of generality, assume that pi・f１（pi＋１）＜０ for all i＝
１, . . . , n（mod. n）. We need to show that pi・f１（pi＋１）＝０ for all i＝
１, . . . , n（mod. n）. Since f１（p）＝b１（p）［d１－p１p］and b１（p）＞０, pi・
f１（pi＋１）＜０ if and only if pi・［d１－pi＋１１ pi＋１］＜０, which implies, by
the Schwartz’s inequality for inner products, that pi１＜pi＋１１ with
equality if and only if pi＝pi＋１. Since pi・f１（pi＋１）＜０ for all i＝
１, . . . , n（mod. n）, pi１＝pi＋１１ for all i＝１, . . . , n－１ so that pi＝pi＋１
for all i＝１, . . . , n－１. Hence the data must be trivial, and the cy-
clic consistency is satisfied. Q.E .D
４ Remarks
It is almost certain that the result has been known to Debreu since,
in Debreu（１９７４）, it is stated that the indirect utility function that ra-
tionalizes f１ is the function p （－p１）. The proof suggests that an ex-
cess demand for p is revealed to be weakly preferred to that for p′
only if －p１＞－p′１, which is equivalent to say that the indirect utility
function is the function p （－p１）. Since the proposition was orally
communicated to the author by the professor Scarf in early９０’s, it is
most likely that the result has been known to researchers for general
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equilibrium theory as a common knowledge.
Apparently Debreu had no incentive to present the proposition
since he had gotten a way to rationalize f１ without any approximation,
in Debreu（１９７４）. The idea for his construction is actually quite sim-
ple. Note that f１ is the budget feasible proxy of the globally-adjusted
（by b１（・））excess consumption of the commodity １ by a unit. It is
expected that, the lower the relative price of the commodity １ to
other commodities, the utility of consuming one unit of it in addition to
an endowment is higher, since a low relative price of the commodity１
would mean that the market excess demand for it is large so that it is
quite lucky to consume a unit more of the commodity１. By projecting
price vectors into the plane｛p∈ L｜p１＝１｝, the relative price of the
commodity１ to other commodities relates negatively to the distance
from d１. Hence we may consider that all excess demands by f１ for
price vectors whose projections to the plane have the same distance
from d１ are revealed to be indifferent. Debreu’s contribution is to
make Mantel’s mathematically abstract result work in economic mod-
els, which is that, for each value of distance regarded as a utility level,
the closed and strictly convex cone supported by a set of prices that
are adequately expanded from the set of prices which generates ex-
cess demands revealed to be preferred than or indifferent to the util-
ity level puts all revealed excess demands indifferent to the utility
level on its boundary. Aside the decomposition of a market excess de-
mand function to a class of excess demand functions, the rest in De-
breu（１９７４） is just a technicality to blush up this idea, though it
seems that such a technicality has been dominating the interest of re-
searchers in the Debreu-Sonnenschein-Mantel theorem.
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The Debreu-Sonnenschein-Mantel theorem is fundamental in eco-
nomics since it identifies economics as a philosophy, not a science, in
their strict meanings as academic terms. Combined with the Afriat
theorem applied to a market excess demand function and the Sen-Ar-
row theorem on social choice, it proves the impossibility of making
macroeconomics as an empirical science. The author wishes that a
simplified presentation in this article helps the theorem to become a
common knowledge among all economists.
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A The Generalized Axiom of Revealed Preference and the Cy-
clic Consistency
In an economy, L-commodities are traded by consumers in the com-
petitive market system. For any consumer, his／her consumption set is
L
+.
Suppose that a finite price-demand data,｛（pi, xi）｝i＝１, . . . , n is observed,
where pi∈ L+＼｛０｝is a price vector and xi∈ L+ is a consumption vec-
tor demanded by a consumer under pi, for each i.
If the data is generated by the utility maximization under budget
constraints where the utility function is increasing with respect to a
consumption of all commodities, it must satisfy the following set of
properties,
•If a sub-data｛（pik, xik）｝k＝１, . . . , m satisfies pik・xik＋１＜ pik・xik for all
k＝１, . . . , m－１, then pim・xi１＞ pim・xim,
•If a sub-data｛（pik, xik）｝k＝１, . . . , m satisfies the condition above
with＜for some k∈｛１, . . . , m－１｝, then pim・xi１＞pim・xim.
This set of properties is called as the Generalized Axiom of Revealed
Preference.
It is well known and actually easy to prove that the the axiom is
equivalent to the following property:
for any sub-data｛（pik, xik）｝k＝１, . . . , m,
if pik・xik＋１＜ pik・xik for all k＝１, . . . , m（mod. m）,
then pik・xik＋１＝pik・xik for all k＝１, . . . , m（mod. m）.
This property is called as the Cyclic Consistency.
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